
Allegation :-   

1)  The hike in fees is approx. 25% for ICSE Board and similar  

      to CBSE & CIE Board.  
 

    Our Answer :-  The increase is as under :-  
 

PIS Nerul - ICSE 
 

 Primary  

  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 

 Tuition 60,900 64,560 64,560 79,800 79,800 

 Term 10,150 10,760 10,760 - - 

 Total 71,050 75,320 75,320 79,800 79,800 

 10% discount   7,532   
 FeesCollected 71,050 75,320 67,788 79,800 79,800 

       
 Increase - Annual  6.0% 0.0% 5.9% 0.0% 

  Increase  -Over 4 years      12.3% 

 

 
Secondary  

 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 

Tuition 63,600 67,440 67,440 83,460 83,460 

Term 10,600 11,240 11,240 - - 

Total 74,200 78,680 78,680 83,460 83,460 

10% discount   7,868   
FeesCollected 74,200 78,680 70,812 83,460 83,460 

      
Increase - Annual  6.0% 0.0% 6.1% 0.0% 

Increase -Over 4years     12.5% 

 

b)   There is a  separate item in your fee receipt which says ‘This includes 

       Term fees’ as software has been modified for Pan India fee collection.   

 

c)   All Fee hikes have been implemented as per Govt. guidelines.  

 

 

 

2)   Allegation :- Reduce Fees as per G.R. dated 12 August’21 (directing 

      Schools to Reduce Fees by 15%).  
 

      Answer :-   
       
      2  High Court Orders :- 
 



      Hon. High Courts in Bombay and Aurangabad had passed orders 

      saying that no coercive steps to be taken against Schools who do  

      not reduce 15% fees.   
 

      Orders are 25 August’21 (Bombay High Court) 

      and order 31 August’21 (Aurangabad High Court). 
 

      The above matters are subjudice.  
 

      We are committed  to follow the Hon. High Courts final orders once 

received.    

    

3)   Allegation :-  Compensate for laptop etc.  
 

      We appreciate parents buying a separate laptop, increasing internet speeds, 

      and spending heavily on electricity bills. It is not possible for School  

      to compensate for the same.  
 

4)   Allegation :-  Unbundling of school books by Meena Book Store etc.  
       
      Answer  :-  Kindly take up the matter with them.  
 

5)   Allegation :-  Many parents have already made up their minds to shift 

      their children to other schools from next year.  

 

     Answer :- We value each and every one of our children and are determined 

     to satisfy each and every parent.  

 

     We have been answering all the groups queries vide our replies dated                

     18 May’21, 2 June’21, 17 February’22 and 8 March’22. 

 

     Our prayers remain with our Parents/ Teachers  so that they can be better 

     Enablers to show children what is right or wrong and to give each child  

     the best.   

 

 

 6)    For genuine cases the school is accepting scholarship applications/requests  

        for seeking financial support.  
 

        Parents with financial constraints caused by the COVID pandemic have  

        been encouraged to submit their applications with supporting documents  

        and each case is being considered on merit. 
 

 7.a) Some of the members of the agitating group have not paid school fees for  

         20 - 21 and 21 - 22 and we implore them to clear their dues urgently.  



 

    b)  We also would implore them to stop the Mental Harassment to our  

          School children, School Staff (who are recovering from Covid scare)  

          etc. by doing Dharnas etc. in front of School and breaking open the  

          gates.  
 


